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A. Introduction
Inside this Strategy Guide you will:

» Learn the advantages of asking for cheaper prices

» Learn how to ask for cheaper prices

» Learn how to create a culture of expense reduction

B. The advantages of asking for cheaper prices
The main advantage of asking for cheaper prices is to improve your business’ cash flow. There are 6 ways to improve 
your business’ cash flow:

» Reduce Cost of Goods

» Reduce Expenses

» Improve Pricing

» Reduce Debtors Amount

» Slow Creditors Payments

» Reduce Stock Holding

By asking for cheaper prices you will both reduce the cost of goods and decrease your business’ expenses.  The 
process of asking for cheaper prices should be applied to everything your business buys or pays for; the goods you 
sell and even the stationary you use in your office.

The amount you save on the items and services that your business requires to run are reductions to your expenses. For 
example:

» Cheaper office supplies for internal use

»  Cheaper rates for maintenance
contractors

» Cheaper phone plans for your business

The amount you save on the items you sell 
to your customers reduces your cost of 
goods. For example:

» Cheaper prices on your inventory items

» Cheaper delivery of stock to your store

In the majority of all transactions there is a 
difference between what your suppliers are 
offering to sell their goods or services for 
and what they’re willing to sell them for. By 
asking for cheaper prices you have a better 
indication of what the supplier is willing to 
sell for which will enable you to effectively reduce your cost of goods and decrease your business’ expenses.
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C. The 4 steps for getting cheaper prices

1. Don’t just accept the first price

A mistake made by many businesses is to simply accept the first price that they are presented with. This denies 
the business a vital opportunity to improve its cash flow. The first step therefore is a mental one of recognizing the 
potential for expense reduction in every purchase your business makes.

One of the major reasons that people will accept the first price they are given is if they see it written down.

The law of authenticity means that once we see a price in writing we believe that is fixed. The key to breaking this 
misconception is to understand and teach your team that a written price merely represents what the seller wants to 
sell to you for, not what they are willing to sell for.

2. Ask for cheaper prices

There are several techniques for effectively asking for cheaper prices. The best results come from using multiple 
techniques in succession.

Technique 1

The first technique doesn’t require asking for a 
cheaper price at all. If you or a member of your 
team has just asked for a price over the phone, 
after the price has been stated, simply suck 
in your breath (in a surprised fashion). This 
leaves a silence for the seller to fill. Often the 
seller will immediately try to fill the silence by 
offering to alter their price after sensing that 
they might lose the sale.

Technique 2

If the silence is not filled or acknowledged by 
the seller then verbally clarify “That’s higher 
then I was expecting”, once again without 
having actually asked for a cheaper price yet, 
the seller is encouraged to make a cheaper 
offer. Progress to technique 2 even if the 
seller offered a cheaper price in response to 
technique 1.  This will identify if there is still an 
option to further reduce your expenses in this 
transaction.

Technique 3

If the seller has ignored or avoided your 
previous attempts to evoke a reduction in 
price, the next technique is to actually ask 
for a cheaper price, for example: “can you do 
better than that?”. This makes the request for 
a cheaper price clear and unavoidable, in case the seller was unresponsive to your previous techniques. As before you 
should use this technique even if the previous techniques were successful, as you may be able to get an additional 
reduction in price.
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Technique 4

The last technique for this discussion is to let the seller know that you will be seeking other quotes; “I need to get 
another price on this”. Many sellers will offer a cheaper price in an attempt to deter you from potentially buying from a 
competitor. Even if they do so, you should still progress to step 3 – Get Quotes.

3. Get quotes

For every service or goods your business pays for, you or your team should attain at least 3 quotes from different 
businesses. When attaining these additional quotes, once again use the 4 techniques for asking for cheaper prices. 
This will assist your business in reducing its expenses, by attaining 3 quotes that have already been reduced in price.

4. Ask for competitive prices

Once you have attained at least 3 quotes the next step is to contact the two potential sellers who did not offer the 
lowest price and ask for a competitive quote.

For example:

Business Quote Phone Call
Business 1 $120 Cheapest quote – no call required
Business 2 $180 “Business 1 has offered $120, can you offer better?”
Business 3 $200 “Business 1 has offered $120, can you offer better?”

Each time you are given another cheaper price you can 
repeat this step and ask the competing businesses to offer 
a cheaper price again until you find the cheapest price that 
each of your potential sellers are willing to sell for. The 
cheapest of these options is the price that you then accept.

D.  Create a culture of expense
reduction

Training

Your team should be educated throughout the entire 
business to implement the 4 steps for getting cheaper 
prices whenever they intend to pay for a service or product. 
Whether they are ordering new inventory for your store 
or just buying some more stationary supplies, every team 
member should know that it is their job to get the best value 
for the cheapest price. By implementing a business wide 
culture of expense reduction you will significantly improve 
your business’ cash flow.

When training your team members in creating an expense 
reduction culture you can have them do role plays, practicing 
the 4 steps for getting cheaper prices with other members of 
the team. You should also offer rewards for team members 
who reduce expenses. You can hold regular competitions 
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with a prize for the team member who gets the largest price reduction between the original quote and the final price 
they payed. 

How effectively asking for cheaper prices improves your business’ cash flow is dependent upon every member of your 
organisation being committed to a culture of expense reduction.

E. Sell higher margin goods

Maintain prices whilst reducing costs

After you have effectively reduced your expenses you can continue to sell your products or service at the same price. 
You will have increased your profits without any added 
expense to your customers. Your total revenue may 
remain unaffected during this period of expense reduction 
but you will in fact be selling higher margin goods.

Measure the profit margin

This increase in profits can be identified by your profit 
margin. The profit margin is determined by identifying 
what percentage of the revenue is profit.

For example:

‘Product A’ cost you $10 and you sold it for $20. The profit 
is $10. Therefore 50% of the $20 revenue is profit.

Product 
A

Cost: $10

Sale Price: $20

Profit = revenue - cost 
Profit = $20 -$10 
Profit = $10

Profit Margin = profit ÷ revenue x 100 
Profit Margin = $10 ÷ $20 x 100 
Profit Margin = 50%

By identifying the profit margin you can see how reducing your cost of goods is increasing your profits even without 
increasing sale prices.

For example:

If the same ‘Product A’ only cost you $5 because you asked for a cheaper price and you still sold it for $20 your profit 
margin would have increased from 50% to 75%

Product 
A

Cost: $5

Sale Price: $20

Profit = revenue - cost 
Profit = $20 -$5 
Profit = $15

Profit Margin = profit ÷ revenue x 100 
Profit Margin = $15 ÷ $20 x 100 
Profit Margin = 75%

So in this example, decreasing the cost of product A increased the profit margin by 25%. Use this guide for measuring 
the increase in profit margin for your products after implementing the expense reduction culture.

Product 
_______

Cost: $_______

Sale Price: $________

Profit = revenue - cost 
Profit = $____ -$_____ 
Profit = $________

Profit Margin = profit ÷ revenue x 100 
Profit Margin = $____ ÷ $_____ x _____ 
Profit Margin = __________%
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F.  Review the effectiveness of the expense reduction
culture

If a culture of expense reduction has been successfully implemented you will be able to conduct a Return On 
Investment analysis for your entire business. Usually an ROI is used to assess the profitability of a particular product 
or marketing strategy. However the implementation of a successful expense reduction culture will reduce all of your 
business’ expenses, not just those that can be specifically related to an individual service or product. As such to get a 
better indication of the full impact that your expense reduction culture has had on your business’ cash flow you should 
conduct an ROI analysis on the entire business.

Calculate the Return On Investment (ROI)

Calculating the ROI of your business allows you to identify what percentage of your business’ expenses was returned 
as profit. To calculate the ROI, the business’ total profit is divided by all of the business’ expenses for the period being 
measured since the introduction of your expense reduction culture.

Profit  = Total Revenue – Total Expense

ROI  = (Total Revenue – Total Expense)

Total Expenses

Example:

ROI for Business =      ($50,000 - $5,000)

$5,000 
=   900%

So for every $1 spent in your business since the introduction of the expense reduction culture, your business received 
a return on investment of 900% or $9 of profit. 

You should conduct this analysis for the total profit and expenses of your business over a six month period prior to 
implementing the expense reduction culture and for a six month period after.

For Example:

Time Frame Total Revenue Total Expenses ROI
6 months before Expense Reduction $500,000 $100,000 400%
6 months after Expense Reduction $500,000 $50,000 900%

This comparison shows how effectively you have 
implemented the the culture of expense reduction 
in your business and how much that culture 
has improved your cash flow and increased the 
profitability of your entire business.
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G. Key points summarised
» Asking for cheaper prices improves your business’ cash flow by:

- Reducing your cost of goods

- Reducing your expenses

» Train all of your team in the 4 getting cheaper prices

» Create a culture of expense reduction throughout your entire business.

H. Action plan
What Why Who When
Conduct an ROI analysis 
on your business for a 
six month period prior to 
implementing the expense 
reduction culture 

Use for comparison later You

Train all team members 
in the 4 steps for getting 
cheaper prices

Create a culture of expense 
reduction

You and your team

Encourage and reward team 
members who achieve the 
largest reduction in prices

Create a culture of expense 
reduction

You and your team

Maintain prices whilst 
reducing expenses

Increase profit margin You

Identify the increase in 
profit margin

Monitor the effectiveness 
of reducing the cost of 
goods.

You

Determine the ROI of your 
business 

Evaluate the effectiveness 
of the expense reduction 
culture

You

Ask your BSI Coach 
Advice on maximizing the 
effectiveness of your 
expense reduction culture

You and your BSI Coach

I. See also
» Sell Higher Margin Goods




